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Abstract
We prove that spacetimes satisfying the vacuum Einstein equations
on a manifold of the form ΣU(1)R where Σ is a compact surface
of genus G > 1 and where the Cauchy data is invariant with respect
to U(1) and sufficiently small exist for an infinite proper time in the
expanding direction.
1 Introduction
In this paper we prove a global in time existence theorem, in the expand-
ing direction, for a family of spatially compact vacuum spacetimes having
spacelike U(1) isometry groups. The 4- manifolds we consider have the form
V = M R where M is an (orientable) circle bundle over a compact higher
genus surface  and where the spacetime metric is assumed to be invariant
with respect to the natural action of U(1) along the bundle’s circle bers. We
reduce Einstein’s equations, a la Kaluza- Klein, to a system on the base R
where it takes the form of the 2+1 dimensional Einstein equations coupled to
a wave map matter source whose target space is the hyperbolic plane. This
wave map represents the true gravitational wave degrees of freedom that have
descended from 3+1 dimensions to appear as "matter" degrees of freedom in
2+1 dimensions. The 2+1 metric itself contributes only a nite number of
additional, Teichmuller parameter, degrees of freedom which couple to the
wave map and control the conformal geometry of :
After the constraints have been solved and coordinate conditions imposed,
through a well dened elliptic system, nothing remains but the evolution
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problem for the wave map / Teichmuller parameter system though the latter
has now become non local in the sense that the "background" metric in which
the wave map is propagating is now a non local functional of the wave map
itself given by the solution of the elliptic system mentioned above. Thus even
in the special "polarized" case which we concentrate on here, in which the
wave map reduces to a pure wave equation, this wave equation is now both
non linear and non local.
In addition to the simplifying assumption of polarization (which obliges
us here to treat only trivial bundles, M =  S1) we shall need a smallness
condition on the initial data, an assumption that the genus of  is greater
than 1 and a restriction on the initial values allowed for the Teichmuller
parameters. It seems straightforward to remove each of these restrictions
except for the smallness condition on the initial data. In particular we believe
that the methods developed herein can be extended to the treatment of
non polarized solutions on non trivial bundles over surfaces including the
torus (but not S2) with no restriction on the initial values of the Teichmuller
parameters. Some preliminary work in this direction has already been carried
out.
We do not know how to remove the small data restriction even in the
polarized case but conjecture that long time existence should hold for arbi-
trary large data since the U(1) isometry assumption seems to suppress the
formation of black holes (note that U(1) is here essentially a "translational"
and not a "rotational" symmetry since the existence of an axis of rotation
would destroy the bundle structure). Of couse there is as yet no large data
global existence result for smooth wave maps in 2+1 dimensions even on a
given background so there is no immediate hope for such a result in our still
more non linear (and non local) problem but the polarized case, though non
linear and non local as well, seems more promising. One knows how to con-
trol the Teichmuller parameters in pure 2+1 gravity and a wave equation on
a given curved background oers no special diculty. But now the "back-
ground metric is instead a funtional of the evolving scalar eld and one needs
to control this along with the Teichmuller parameters.
Serious progress on this problem would represent a "quantum jump" for-
ward in one’s understanding of long time existence problems for Einstein’s
equations since, up to now, the only large data global results require simpli-
fying assumptions that eectively reduce the number of spatial dimensions to
one (e.g., Gowdy models and their generalizations, plane symmetric gravita-
tional waves, spherically symmetric matter coupled to gravity) or zero (e.g.,
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Bianchi models, 2+1 gravity). We hope that this work on small data global
existence will lay the groundwork for such an eventual quantum jump.
But why assume a Killing eld if only small data results are aimed for
in the current project? A small data global existence result already exists
(Andersson -Moncrief, in preparation) for Einstein equations on dierent 3-
manifolds of negative Yamabe class which makes no symmetry assumption
whatsoever. Shouldn’t those methods be applicable to our problem in which
case the U(1) symmetry assumption could be removed. The answer to this
question is far from obvious for a somewhat subtle reason. In those cases
where small data global existence can be established the conformal geometry
of the spatial slices (which represents the propagating gravitational wave
degrees of freedom) is tending to a well behaved limit. Therefore the various
Sobolev "constants" (which are in fact functionals of the geometry) which
are needed in the associated energy estimates are tending to well behaved
limits as well. This simplifying feature is however missing in the current
problem since, during the course of our evolution, the conformal geometry
of the circle bundles under study is undergoing a kind of Cheeger- Gromov
collapse in which the circular bers shrink to zero length and the various
related Sobolev "constants" may careen out of control making even small
data energy estimates much more dicult.
Of the various Thurston types of 3- geometries which compactify to neg-
ative or zero Yamabe class manifolds fH3; H2  R; SL(2; R); Sol; Nil; R3)
only the hyperbolics are immune from such degenerations and the remaining
(positive Yamabe class) Thurston types fS3; S2Rg not only are subject to
Cheeger- Gromov type collapse but also to recollapse of the actual physical
geometry to "big crunch" singularities in the future direction. By focusing on
negative (or zero) Yamabe class manifolds which exclude (due to Einstein’s
equations) the occurrence of maximal hypersurfaces, that would signal the
onset of recollapse to a big crunch, we thereby concentrate on spacetimes
that can expand indenitely.
That such Cheeger- Gromov collapse can be expected in solutions of Ein-
stein’s equations can be seen already in the basic compactied Bianchi models
wherein all the known solutions of negative Yamabe type except H3 exhibit
conformal collapse either along circular bers fH2R; SL(2; R)g; or collapse
along T 2 bers fSolg, or even total collapse with non zero but bounded cur-
vature of the Gromov "almost flat" variety fNilg. The solutions we are
considering here (of Thurston type H2  R or eventually SL(2; R) in non
polarized generalizations) extend results exhibiting such behavior to a large
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family of spatially inhomogeneous spacetimes. We sidestep the extra com-
plication of degenerating Sobolev constants by imposing U(1) symmetry and
carrying out Kaluza Klein reduction to work on a spatial manifold of hyper-
bolic type (though now a 2-dimensional one) for which, as we shall show,
collapse and the corresponding degeneracy of the needed Sobolev constants
is suppressed.
The reason why we avoid the base  = T 2 is that the 2-tori themselves
tend to collapse under the Einstein flow whereas the higher genus surfaces do
not. On the other hand one can probably compute the explicit dependence
of the needed Sobolev constants on the Teichmuller parameters for the torus
and eventually exploit this to treat the Thurston cases fR3; Nilg which com-
pactify typically to trivial and non trivial S1−bundles over T 2: The Sol case
(which compacties to T 2 bundles over S1) tends to collapse (as seen from
the Bianchi models) the entire T 2 bers. Thus to avoid degenerating Sobolev
"constants" in this case it seems necessary to impose a full T 2 = U(1)U(1)
isometry group and Kaluza Klein reduce to an S1 spatial base manifold. This
leads to a certain nice generalization of the Gowdy models dened on the "Sol
- twisted torus" but has eectively only one space dimension remaining. We
exclude the Thurston types fS2  R; S3g which correspond to trivial and
non trivial S1 bundles over S2 respectively since they belong to the positive
Yamabe class as we have mentioned and should not exhibit innite expansion
but rather recollapse to big crunch singularities.
The eight Thurston types are the basic building blocks from which other
(and conjucturally all) compact 3-manifolds can be built by glueing together
along so called incompressible 2-tori or (to obtain non prime manifolds) along
essential 2-spheres. Very little is known about the Einstein "flow" on such
more general manifolds but it seems that a natural rst step in this direction
may be made by studying the Einstein flow on the basic building block
manifolds themselves. This program seems tractable provided that a U(1)
symmetry is imposed in the H2R; ˜Sl(2; R) and perhaps Nil and R3 cases,
and provided that a U(1)  U(1) symmetry is imposed in the Sol case. No
symmetries are needed in the H3 case due to the absence of Cheeger - Gromov
collapse but one can hope to remove the symmetry hypothesis in the other
cases by learning how to handle degenerating Sobolev "constants". In this
respect the Nil and R3 cases may provide some guidance since they seem to
require a treatment of degenerating Sobolev constants but only in the setting
of 2-dimensions (when U(1) symmetry is imposed).
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The basic methods we use involve the construction of higher order energies
to control the Sobolev norms of the scalar wave degrees of freedom combined
with an application of the "Dirichlet energy" function in Teichmuller space
to control the Teichmuller parameters degrees of freedom. A subtlety is that
the most obvious denition of wave equation (or, more generally, wave map)
energies does not lead to a well dened rate of decay so that corrected energies
must be introduced which exploit "information" about the lowest eigenvalue
of the spatial laplacian which enters into the wave equation. Since the lowest
eigenvalues vary with position in Teichmuller space we nd convenient to
choose initial data such that, during the course of the evolution, the lowest
eigenvalue avoids a well known gap in the spectrum for an arbitrary higher
genus surface. If no eigenvalue drifts into this gap (which we enforce by
suitable restriction on the initial data) then one can establish a universal
rate of decay for the energies. If the lowest eigenvalue drifts into this gap
and remains there asymptotically then the rate of decay of these energies will
depend upon the asymptotic value of the lowest eigenvalue and will no longer
be universal. While it is straightforward to modify the denitions of the
corrected energies to take this renement into account we shall not do so here
to avoid further complication of an already involved analysis. An extension
of the denition of our corrected energies to the non polarized case and to
the treatment of non trivial S1 bundles is also relatively straightforward but
for simplicity we shall not pursue that here either.
The sense in which our solutions are global in the expanding direction is
that they exhaust the maximal range allowed for the mean curvature function
on a manifold of negative Yamabe type, for which a zero mean curvature can
only be asymptotically approached. The normal trajectories to our space
slices all have an innite proper time length. We do not attempt to prove
causal geodesic completeness but that would be straightforward to do given
the estimates we obtain.
Another question concerns the behavior of our solutions in the collapsing
direction. Since our energies are decaying in the expanding direction they
are growing in the collapsing direction and will eventually escape the region
in which we can control their behavior. In particular we cannot use these ar-
guments to show that our solutions extend to their conjectured natural limit
as the mean curvature function tends to −1. There is another approach to
the U(1) problem however which, although local in nature, can describe a
large family of U(1) - symmetric spacetimes by convergent expansions about
the big-bang singularities themselves. This method, which is based on work
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by S. Kichenassamy and its extensions by A. Rendall and J. Isenberg, can
handle vacuum spacetimes that are "velocity dominated" at their big-bang
singularities. Work by J. Isenberg and one of us (V.M) shows that the polar-
ized vacuum solutions on T 3R are amenable to this analysis. In fact there
two larger families of "half - polarized" solutions that can also be rigorously
treated and shown to have velocity dominated singularities. By contrast the
general (non polarized) solution does not seem to be amenable to this kind of
analysis and indeed numerical work by B. Berger shows that such solutions
should have generically "oscillatory" rather than velocity dominated singu-
larities. The expansion methods which produce these solutions near their
velocity dominated singulariries are essentially local and should be readily
adaptable to other manifolds such as circle bundles over higher genus sur-
faces. Thus one should be able to generate a large collection of initial data
sets for the problem dealt with in this papaer which treats the further evolu-
tion globally in the expanding direction. Thus the machinery seems to be at
hand for treating a large family of U(1) symmetric solutions from their big -
bang initial singularities to the limit of innite expansion.
2 Equations.
The spacetime manifold V is a principal ber bundle with one dimensional
Lie group G and base R, with  a smooth 2 dimensional manifold which
we suppose here to be compact.
The spacetime metric is invariant under the action of G, the orbits are
the bers of V and are supposed to be space like. We write it in the form
(4)g = e−2γ (3)g + e2γ()2;
where γ is a scalar function and (3)g a lorentzian metric on   R which
reads:
(3)g = −N2dt2 + gab(dxa + adt)(dxb + bdt)
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N and  are respectively the lapse and shift of (3)g;while
g = gabdx
adxb
is a riemannian metric on , depending on t.
The 1-form  is a connection on the ber bundle V, represented in coor-
dinates (x3; x) adapted to the bundle structure by
 = dx3 + Adx

Note that A is a locally dened 1-form on  R:
2.1 Twist potential.
The curvature of the connection locally represented by A is a 2-form A on
 R, given by
F = (1=2)e
−3γE
where E is an arbitrary closed 1-form if the equations (4)R3=0 are satised.
Hence if  is compact
E = d! +H
where ! is a scalar function on V, called the twist potential, and H a repre-
sentative of the 1-cohomology class of R, for instance dened by a 1-form
on , harmonic for some given riemannian metric m.
2.2 Wave map equation.
The fact that F is a closed form together with the equation (4)R33 = 0
imply (with the choice H=0) that the pair u  (γ; !) satises a wave map
equation from (R;(3) g) into the hyperbolic 2-space, i.e. R2 endowed with
the riemannian metric 2(dγ)2 + (1=2)e4γ(d!)2): This wave map equation is a
system of hyperbolic type when (3)g is a known lorentzian metric.
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In this article we will consider only the polarized case that is we take !
and H to be zero. Some of the computations and partial results hold however
in the general case. It is why we keep the wave map notation wherever
possible, since we intend to extend our nal result to the general case in
later work.
In the polarized case the wave map equation reduces to the wave equation
for γ in the metric (3)g:
2.3 3-dimensional Einstein equations
When (4)R3 = 0 and
(4)R33 = 0 the Einstein equations
(4)R = 0 are
equivalent to Einstein equations on the 3-manifold R for the metric (3)g
with source the stress energy tensor of the wave map:
(3)R = @u:@u (1)
where a dot denotes a scalar product in the metric of the hyperbolic 2-space.
We continue to use the same notation in the polarized case, that is we set
γ = u and
@u:@u  2@γ@γ:
These Einstein equations decompose into
a. Constraints.
b. Equations for lapse and shift to be satised on each t. These equa-
tions, as well as the constraints, are of elliptic type.
c. Evolution equations for the Teichmuller parameters, which are ordinary
dierential equations.
2.3.1 Constraints on t.
One denotes by k the extrinsic curvature of t as submanifold of (R;(3) g);
then, with r the covariant derivative in the metric g;
kab  (2N)−1(−@tgab +rab +rba)
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The equations (momentum constraint)
(3)R0a  N(−rbkba + @a) = @0u:@au (2)
and (hamiltonian constraint, (3)S00 (3) R00 + 12N2 (3)R)
2N−2(3)S00  R(g)− kabkba +  2 = N−2@0u:@0u+ gab@au:@bu (3)
do not contain second derivatives transversal to t of g or u, they are the
constraints. To transform the constraints into an elliptic system one uses the
conformal method. We set
gab = e
2ab;
where  is a riemannian metric on , depending on t, on which we will
comment later, and
kab = hab + 12gab
where  is the g-trace of k, hence h is traceless.
We denote by D a covariant derivation in the metric . From now on,
unless otherwise specied, all operators are in the metric , and indices are
raised or lowered in this metric. We set
u0 = N−1@0u
with @0 the Pfa derivative of u, namely









a = La; La  −Dau:
:
u (4)
This is a linear equation for h; independent of : The general solution is the
sum of a transverse traceless tensor hTT  q and a conformal Lie derivative
r: Such tensors are L2−orthogonal on (; ):
The hamiltonian constraint reads as the semilinear elliptic equation in  :
 = f(x; )  p1e2 − p2e−2 + p3; (5)
with
p1  14 2; p2  12(j :u j2 + j h j2); p3  12(R()− jDuj2)
2.3.2 Equations for lapse and shift.
The lapse and shift are gauge parameters for which we obtain elliptic equa-
tions on each t as follows.
We impose that the 0ts have constant (in space) mean curvature, namely
that  is a given negative increasing function of t. The lapse N satises then
the linear elliptic equation
N − N = −e2@t
with
  e−2(j h j2 + j :u j2) + 12e2 2
The equation to be satised by the shift  results from the knowledge of t.
Indeed the denition of k implies that  satises a linear dierential equation
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with an operator L, the conformal Lie derivative, which we rst write in the
metric g:
(Lg)ab  rab +rba − gabrcc = ab
with
ab  2Nhab + @tgab − 12gabgcd@tgcd
then in the metric 
(Ln)ab  Danb +Dbna − abDcnc = fab with na  ae−2
where
fab  2Ne−2hab + @tab − 12abcd@tcd
The kernel of the dual of L is the space of transverse traceless symmetric
2-tensors, i.e. symmetric 2-tensors T such that
gabTab = 0; raTab = 0: (6)
These tensors are usually called TT tensors. The spaces of TT tensors are
the same for two conformal metrics.
2.3.3 Teichmuller parameters.
On a compact 2-dimensional manifold of genus G  2 the space Teich of
conformally inequivalent riemannian metrics, called Teichmuller space, can
be identied (cf. Fisher and Tromba) with M−1=D0, the quotient of the
space of metrics with scalar curvature −1 by the group of dieomorphisms
homotopic to the identity. M−1!Teich is a trivial ber bundle whose base
can be endowed with the structure of the manifold Rn, with n = 6G− 6.
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We impose to the metric t to be in some chosen cross section Q !
 (Q) of the above ber bundle. Let QI ; I = 1; :::; n be coordinates in Teich,
then @ =@QI is a known tangent vector to M−1 at  (Q), that is a traceless
symmetric 2-tensor eld on ; sum of a transverse traceless tensor eldXI(Q)
and of the Lie derivative of a vector eld on the manifold (;  (Q)). The
tensor elds XI(Q); I = 1; :::n span the space of transverse traceless tensor





Lemma 1 If we impose to the metric t to lie in the chosen cross section,
i.e. t   (Q(t)), the solvability condition for the shift equation determines
dQI=dt in terms of ht.
Proof.
The time derivative of  is given by
@t = (dQ
I=dt)@ =@QI
hence it is of the form
@tab = dQ
IdtXIab + Cab
where C is a Lie derivative, L2 orthogonal to TT tensors.
The shift equation on t is solvable if and only if its right hand side f is






We have seen that h is the sum of a tensor r which is in the range of the
conformal Killing operator, hence L2 orthogonal to TT tensors, and a TT
tensor. This last tensor can be written with the use of the basis XI of such
tensors, the coecients P I depending only on t:
hTTab = P
I(t)XI;ab
The orthogonality conditions read, using the fact that the transverse tensors
XI are orthogonal to Lie derivatives and are traceless:
∫
Σt
[2Ne−2(rab + P IXI;ab) + (dQI=dt)XI;ab]Xabj  = 0
The tangent vector dQI=dt to the curve t ! Q(t) and the tangent vector
P I(t) to Teich are therefore linked by the linear system
XIJdQ
Idt+ YIJP














We will now construct an ordinary dierential system for the evolution of
the QI and P I by considering the as yet non solved 3-dimensional Einstein
equations
(3)Rab = ab  @au:@bu
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Lemma 2 The constraint equations together with the lapse and the wave
map equations imply that N((3)Rab − ab) with ab  @au:@bu is a transverse
traceless tensor on each t.
Proof. 1. The equations
(3)S00 = T00 (7)
and
(3)R00 = 00 (8)
imply
(3)R =  (9)
since
(3)S00 − T00 (3) R00 − 12g(3)00 R − (00 − 12g00 ) (10)
hence
(3)Rab − ab =(3) Sab − T ab
The equations 2 and 3 imply
gab((3)Rab − ab) = 0
On the other hand the Bianchi identity in the 3-metric g gives
(3)r((3)Sb − T b) = 0:
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An elementary calculus using the connexion coecients of (3)g and g shows
that, due to equations previously satised, this equation reduces to the fol-
lowing divergence in the metric g:
ra[N((3)Rab − ab)] = 0
The tensor N((3)Rab − ab) is therefore a traceless and transverse tensor on
(; g), and hence also on (,), by conformal invariance of this property for
symmetric 2-covariant tensors.
We deduce from this lemma that a necessary and sucient condition for
the previous equations to imply (3)Rab−ab = 0 is that the tensor N((3)Rab−
ab) be L
2 orthogonal to transverse traceless tensors on (t; t), i.e. to each
of the TT tensors XI dened above through the cross section  where we
choose t , that is
∫
Σt
N((3)Rab − ab)XabJ t = 0; for J = 1; 2; :::6G− 6
We recall that
(3)Rab  Rab −N−1@0kab − 2kackcb + kab −N−1ra@bN
with
kab  P IXI;ab + rab + 12gab
and @0 is an operator on time dependent space tensors (cf. C-B and York)
dened by, with L the Lie derivative in the direction of ;
@0  @t − L
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